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One-Person Exhibition

BY

Nathanial Gilchrist

The following work is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the Master of Fine Arts degree at Northern Illinois University. The work was produced
between August 2020 and March 2021. It was presented in an exhibition from March
15th to March 19th, 2021 in the Annette and Jerry Johns Gallery, DeKalb, Illinois.

List of Work

1. Where are We Today?, Wood, PVC, Enamel, Ink , 216x98x4.5”, 2021
2. Why Aren’t You Here when it’s Your Turn, Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Holographic Paper
Faux Stone Flooring, 34x34x87”, 2021
3. Hunnicutt, Wood, Enamel, Hydrographic Film Pattern, Spray Paint, Oil Pastel, Sharpie,
Holographic Paper, Faux Stone Flooring, 26x32x60”, 2021
4. Hawkeye, Wood, Enamel, Hydrographic Film Pattern, Fabric Tape, Spray Paint, Holographic
Paper, Faux Stone Flooring, 34x32x63”, 2021
5. One Foot in the Frying Pan, the Other in the Pressure Cooker, Wood, PVC, Plexiglass, Spray
Paint, and Hydrographic Film Pattern, 51x51x5.5”, 2021
6. Shoulda Coulda Woulda Doesn’t Knock’Em Down, Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Steel, Brass,
Holographic Paper Faux Stone Flooring, 34x34x90”, 2021

Out with the Boys - League Night
Intent and Objectives:
Out with the Boys - League Night is an investigation into the sport
of bowling and its significance to Midwestern socialization. With its friendly,
rowdy atmosphere, the bowling alley is the “pub-lite” of every town. The
iconic architecture and traditional Americana food creates a comforting
environment to avoid the Midwestern cold. When dark, harsh winters
arrive, the brightly lit bowling lanes fill up. They are a refuge, an oasis for
the middle class.
Bowling leagues provide an exclusive atmosphere, allowing their
members to escape the redundancies of everyday life by giving working
folks a chance to focus on something else—bowling perfection: the elusive
300 game. It is a generous sport, however; skill level is equalized for
bowlers with the inclusion of a handicap system, giving everyone a fair
chance to beat their opponents. And when it’s not your turn to bowl? You
reminisce with the people around you. Drinking, gambling, and smoking
are taboos deemed acceptable during league night. Bowling is not without
its problems, but the low-risk, highly social activity fosters competitiveness
while promoting camaraderie amongst hard working Midwestern people.
Following in the footsteps of my blue-collar bowling peers, these
works are made from materials commonly associated with construction,
carpentry, and plumbing. As large sculptures they comment on masculinity

and male social relationships. The trophy pedestals elevate the sculptural
narratives to a realm of achievement, but the cheap materials used to
finish the objects calls attention to the superficiality of these stories.
“Cheapness,” however, doesn’t matter to the men who bowl in league.
They go every week to escape the routine of the day to day, hang out with
their friends and tell stories. Their narratives, though sometimes crude, are
a way for them to bond, brag, and blow off steam.
I use sports (bowling) and traditional methods of making sculptures
to entice a middle and working-class demographic of viewers into the
gallery atmosphere — transforming the space into an environment that
aligns with their interests and makes them feel comfortable. Once my
audience is in place, I challenge their perceptions of “masculine” behavior
within contemporary culture.
My work is an invitation for men to reflect on themselves, and the
ways they may be out of balance, but it’s also an invitation to begin a
dialogue (with me, or with other men) about how to change for the better.
It’s not going to happen instantaneously, but you can’t win the league in
one night.

Historical and Contemporary Influences:
Greek and Roman Sculpture
The dynamic compositions, handling of material, and craftsmanship
of these objects helped shaped my early understanding of how sculpture

exists in space. These periods of sculpture are narrative, political, or
celebratory which are aspects that I am interested in conveying in my
work. Social sports were an active part of male socialization when these
sculptures were created; because of this I use them as inspiration when
creating work.

Vitellius A. — Beowulf
Beowulf is a killer of monsters, using his strength and wits to save
the day. He appeals to a contemporary male audience. When fighting the
monster Grendel (and then Grendel’s mother), Beowulf needed to
embrace his feminine side to defeat the monster. He had to find balance in
himself before he could make substantial change, and I believe this
balance is what men need to find today.

Regionalist Art
After the Great Depression, artists such as Grant Wood, Thomas
Hart Benton, and John Steuart Curry developed the [first] movement of
Regionalist Art, painting working-class and middle-class people, mostly in
the Heartland, to depict the real America. They used the opportunity of a
devastating economic downfall to reflect on values that they held
important and make works celebrating and critiquing them.

Constantin Brâncuși
I admire his ability to simplify figures. His attention to every aspect of an
object — form, material, pedestal, and context — has heavily influenced the way
I treat my objects. His work encourages me to push objects beyond traditional
methods of display and consider how curation will elevate my intentions.

Peter Saul
His colorful graphic paintings are energetic, playful, and satirical. I am
interested in his use of symbolism, aggressive imagery, and composition to
critique American [Pop] culture.

Michelle Hartney
Chicago based artist and activist who placed updated name plates next to
[historically] problematic artists calling out their acts of misogyny. Her
performance was not a call for the removal the works from the museum, but a
call to change the context of how we speak about these artists.

Caitie Sellers
Her practice of working through mediums to resolve a piece has heavily
influenced my creative process. First, creating large line drawings. Then,
transforming the drawings into wire wall sculptures. Finally, compressing the
scale of the sculptures to create elaborate and eloquent pieces of jewelry. The

drawings and sculptures, for her, were not the art but they were necessary steps
she needed to take to make her delicate wearables.

Structural Concepts:
Study of Organ Inferiority and Its Physical Compensation
Alfred Adler hypothesized that when a person’s pride is hurt or
questioned, they rectify this feeling by projecting superiority in an aspect of
their lives. My objects are using scale and mass as a metaphor for
damaged egos. They spread themselves throughout the gallery to seek
attention from viewers, afraid that other objects will outshine them. Even
the sculptures that exist on the wall colonize their respective space or
seek attention by creating a commotion — spinning and making a loud
noise.

Midwest, Masculinity, and Bowling
I approach my work through a Midwestern lens because it is where
I have perspective and can be accountable for my words, thoughts, and
actions. In the case of masculinity, I have to address it from the point of
view of the men who taught me to be masculine. So, what does it mean to
be Midwestern masculine?
Midwestern Masculinity is embodied by the pragmatic working and
middle class. They tend to be gruff, dressed in plaid and jeans, and work
with their hands. They are people who give special attention their hobbies.

When they socialize it’s focused around an activity, usually one that
incorporates drinking. My experience of Midwest socialization focused
around the game of bowling. Bowling (from my experience) is a male
dominated culture, one populated by the working and middle class. It is a
socializing affair that encourages [excessive] drinking, gambling, and
bravado, concentrated on the activity of knocking over objects by hurling a
heavy sphere down a lane. It is not a game that embraces sheer power,
but rewards bowlers who are accurate, balanced, and [self] controlled. It is
a game of finesse — a combination of the masculine and feminine.

Pin Motif
The bowling pin motif exhibits traits of the feminine and masculine.
The voluminous curved form is reminiscent of the female figure, and a
group of people historically objectified by men. The object sits at the end
of the lane waiting to endure brutal impact from a rolling ball. The pin is
strong and perseverant, getting back up after each cycle, or waiting for its
moment to stand in defiance.
The elongated tapering shape is a representation of phallic male
imagery. An object that is [self] idolized to have, but discouraged to get
close to. By placing my two sculptures, Hawkeye and Hunnicutt, just
inches away from touching I am creating the uncomfortable feeling of
evoking the homoerotic. These objects are absorbed in the tension
created by not-yet-touching. This point of tension is seen in

Michelangelo’s The Creation of Adam. It is the moment before. Here, that
moment represents the apprehension of males getting [emotionally] close
to one another because of the fear that their sexuality will be questioned.

X Motif
An X symbolizes the rigid disposition of a male character. It is an
intimidating figure that evokes stoicism with its simplistic design and
angularity. Like Donald Judd’s, Richard Serra’s, and Robert Morris’
objects, the X doesn’t need to be explained or questioned. Its presence in
the space makes it a representation of it force. It is a mark of
achievement, an icon of accomplishment, and a deterrent. In bowling it
signifies the knocking over of all the pins. Stringing the X’s together
exemplifies man’s continual exertion of dominance.
Placing three large X’s on one wall also symbolizes the
congregation of men during social activities, while each piece recognizes
the individualism of each person. Together they embody the sexually
explicit conversations and actions that occur during male socialization.
The objectification of women through stories, playing cards, and digital
media (videos on cell phones) were common behaviors that I chose to
ignore during bowling league. Triple X is hush hush — we all know what it
means, but it is something that culturally we don’t talk about. It is the
equivalent of the bachelor night motto “what happens in Vegas stays in
Vegas.”

An X is also a symbol for stopping. A way to mark the end of an era.
Ted Bunch and Tony Porter, founders of A Call to Men, teach men that
most acts of sexual harassment are performed by men, but it is the silence
of other men who don’t speak up against the actions that allow the
behavior to continue. My X’s, while representing deviancy, are also a call
to stop this behavior.

Philosophical and aesthetic concepts:
Regionalism
National Pride is in a recession in the United States. Emily
Euiyoung Noh, in her 2018 Vanderbilt Insight Series Across Most of the
Americas, National Pride is High and Stable, While it Has Plummeted in
the U.S., found that only 43.5% of people in the United States had a sense
of national pride. This is the lowest recorded among countries in North and
South America. Her data shows a correlation with countries that have
strong sense of nationalism are geographically small or have a lesser
population.
Regional pride in the United States exceeds national pride because
the country is too [geographically] large and [populationally] congested.
My own practice focuses on Midwest America. It is where I come from,
where I believe I have a [louder] voice, and where I believe that my ideas
will have validity. In the case of masculinity, I have to address it from the
point of view of the men who taught me to be masculine. I use themes and

motifs that are not inherently Midwestern but filtering them through this
perspective gives me a platform for discussion.

Hegemonic Masculinity
This is the social practice that legitimizes men’s control in society
through domination of other males, females, and marginalized groups.
The systematic hierarchical structure is established through factors such
as social class, values, and region. I see this hierarchical scale functioning
like a pyramid; if you can rupture the base the whole concept falls apart. In
my work, I choose to direct my work towards a middle and working-class
audience, a demographic of people who are the structural support for this
system. Individually this group is powerless, but collectively they can be a
driving force to reevaluate masculinity in this country.

Cancel Culture
This is a social media movement that gives [historically] voiceless
demographics of people a vehicle to speak up against injustice. The
accessibility of the platform allows everyone to participate causing an
inflation of boycotting issues that dilutes the severity of the voice for the
group that needs it the most. The result is a display of the traditional
masculine traits that the movement is speaking up against —
marginalization, domination, suppression. My role is not to be a
participant, but to expand on the voices of the movement. I use my art

practice to further articulate the ideas of these marginalized groups in a
way that doesn’t infringe on the power that they have.

Removal of Statues in Museums and Public Spaces
The call for the removal of controversial statues that represent the
Confederacy or the colonization of the United States is an action
influenced by cancel culture. I believe these objects need to be removed
from public spaces but destroying or hiding them is a disservice to our
cultural evolution. Philosopher George Santayana is credited with saying,
“Those who cannot remember history are doomed to repeat it”. These
monuments once stood for something, and as we have [culturally] evolved
our interpretation of their meaning has changed. These statues need to be
shown in a public facility, but the way they are contextualized needs to
reflect our current values.
I view my sculptures as icons that have been recontextualized.
Accomplishments that were once celebrated as [personal and cultural]
rites of passage are now considered to be unacceptable social behaviors.
By stripping these traits from social situations and placing them in a
gallery, I am creating an environment where they can be reanalyzed and
challenge old ideas of masculinity.

Sports and Social Class
Bourdieu examines how social sports are used as a training tool to
teach people the societal traits required to be successful in the
professional world. Through social sports, adolescent males hone
pubescent behaviors into constructive and characteristically manly traits to
enter society. These degenerate behaviors are abandoned once a man
leaves social sports and enters into society — whether that is through the
act of getting married, procuring a job, or pursuing higher level education.
The age expectancy for males evolving into active members of society is
primarily based on their social class.
Bourdieu’s belief is that during adulthood men will not have the
same time to commit to sports as they did in their childhood, so the
juvenile behaviors that are associated with that time in their life do not
resurge. Bowling, because it is a game that caters to the middle and
working-class (people who are socially expected to mature later)
reinvigorates the childlike behaviors of this demographic. The low [time]
commitment that bowling leagues offer to its members provides a weekly
scheduled opportunity for behavioral regression.

Reeducation of Masculinity
Gregory Koufacos, psychologist and writer of The Primal Method
(2021), has developed a new method of delivering therapy to males. He
takes them out of the context of the traditional therapy office and works on

building social trust by engaging in activities that his patient is interested
in. After the connection is established, he can begin introducing exercises
for his client. I see my art practice as a way to develop a bond with my
intended (male, middle/working class) audience. I use sports (bowling)
and traditional methods of making sculptures to entice viewers into the
gallery atmosphere — transforming the space into an environment that
aligns with their interests and makes them feel comfortable. Once my
audience is in place, I use humor and satire as a way to challenge their
perceptions of “masculine” behavior within contemporary culture. My work
is an invitation for men to reflect on themselves, and the ways they may
be out of balance, but it’s also an invitation to begin a dialogue (with me,
or with other men) about how to change for the better. The duty of reeducating men should not fall on the shoulders of women and other
marginalized groups. The responsibility falls on us to do the work.

Technique and process:
The works in this exhibition were made to mimic materials and
processes affiliated with blue-collar professions. These are people who
typically work with their hands, respect craft and [physical] hard work, and
want something tangible to visualize. Sculpture has physical evidence of
hands-on labor. It occupies the space with the viewer rather than floating
on a wall in front of them. It is subjected to the properties of the physical
world — gravity, material, scale—and often contains issues that connect

the work to this pragmatic group. This work is labor intensive and
physically demanding; it’s not something for the weak. It develops pride in
one’s craft and boosts ego.
My method of making is rooted in repetition. Cutting, gluing,
carving, and assembling wood is systematically executed to resemble a
factory line sequence and the routine of bowling. My objects move through
a formulaic sequence during their creation. Beginning with simple line
drawings or monotypes allows me to create a rough blueprint of a
composition. These sketches are uploaded into Rhinoceros 3D, a
computer aided design software, where I generate 3D designs to
understand how objects will exist in space. After settling on a design, I
begin the laborious process of carving, sanding, and assembling. The
objects are constructed using characteristics that are masculine and
feminine. Screws, resin, and metal are all placed between the pins to
manipulate them to my control, but this is executed with delicacy and
patience.
Trim, paint, and graphics are used to conceal imperfections and to
boast perceived value. Placing the objects on trophy-like pedestals
creates the illusion of importance. This illusion is a masking device, a
façade that disguises real social problems. It is also a form of
“peacocking;” the pedestals lift the pieces to make them appear larger
than life, in the same way men often brag about and celebrate
themselves.
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Shoulda Coulda Woulda Doesn’t Knock’Em Down
Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Steel, Brass, Holographic
Paper Faux Stone Flooring
34x34x90”
2021

Why Aren’t You Here when it’s Your Turn
Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Holographic Paper Faux
Stone Flooring
34x34x87”
2021

Hunnicutt
wood, enamel, hydrographic film pattern, spray paint, oil
pastel, sharpie, holographic paper, faux stone flooring,
26x32x60”
2021

Hawkeye
wood, enamel, hydrographic film pattern, fabric tape,
spray paint, holographic paper, faux stone flooring,
34x32x63”
2021

Where are we Today?
wood, pvc, enamel, ink
216x98x4.5”
2021

One Foot in the Frying Pan, the Other in the Pressure
Cooker
wood, pvc, plexiglass, spray paint, and hydrographic film
pattern,
51x51x5.5”
2021

Out with the Boys - League Night Show Layout
Annette and Jerry Johns Gallery
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1) Where are We Today?
Wood, PVC, Enamel, Ink
2021

4) Hawkeye
Wood, Enamel, Hydrographic
Flame Pattern, Fabric Tape,
Holographic Paper, Spray Paint,
Faux Stone Flooring
2021

2) Why Aren’t You Here when it’s Your
Turn
Wood, Enamel, Holographic Paper,
Spray Paint, Faux Stone Flooring
2021

5) One Foot in the Frying Pan and the
the Other in the Pressure Cooker
Wood, PVC, Spray Paint, Plexiglass
Hydrographic Patterns
2021

3) Hunnicutt
Wood, Enamel, Hydrographic
Flamingo Pattern, Holographic Paper,
Spray Paint, Faux Stone Flooring
2021

6) Shoulda Coulda Woulda Doesn’t
Knock’Em Down
Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Steel,
Brass, Holographic Paper Faux Stone
Flooring
2021

From Left to Right: Hunnicutt, Hawkeye, Shoulda Coulda
Woulda Doesn’t Knock’Em Down One Foot in the Frying
Pan, the Other in the Pressure Cooker

From Left to Right: Why Aren’t You Here when it’s Your
Turn Hunnicutt, Hawkeye,

Where are we Today?
Wood, PVC, Enamel, Ink
216x98x4.5”
2021

Why Aren’t You Here when it’s Your Turn
Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Holographic Paper Faux
Stone Flooring
34x34x87”
2021

Why Aren’t You Here when it’s Your Turn (alternate view)
Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Holographic Paper Faux
Stone Flooring
34x34x87”
2021

Shoulda Coulda Woulda Doesn’t Knock’Em Down
Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Steel, Brass, Holographic
Paper Faux Stone Flooring
34x34x90”
2021

Shoulda Coulda Woulda Doesn’t Knock’Em Down (alternate view)
Wood, Enamel, Spray Paint, Steel, Brass, Holographic Paper Faux Stone
Flooring
34x34x90”
2021

Hunnicutt
Wood, Enamel, Hydrographic Film Pattern, Spray Paint,
Oil Pastel, Sharpie, Holographic Paper, Faux Stone
Flooring
26x32x60”
2021

Hunnicutt (detail)
Wood, Enamel, Hydrographic Film Pattern, Spray Paint,
Oil Pastel, Sharpie, Holographic Paper, Faux Stone
Flooring
26x32x60”
2021

Hawkeye
Wood, Enamel, Hydrographic Film Pattern, Fabric Tape,
Spray Paint, Holographic Paper, Faux Stone Flooring
34x32x63”
2021

One Foot in the Frying Pan, the Other in the Pressure
Cooker
Wood, PVC, Plexiglass, Spray Paint, Hydrographic Film
Pattern
51x51x5.5”
2021

One Foot in the Frying Pan, the Other in the Pressure
Cooker (alternate view)
Wood, PVC, Plexiglass, Spray Paint, Hydrographic Film
Pattern
51x51x5.5”
2021

One Foot in the Frying Pan, the Other in the Pressure
Cooker (detail)
Wood, PVC, Plexiglass, Spray Paint, Hydrographic Film
Pattern
51x51x5.5”
2021

From Left to Right: Shoulda Coulda Woulda Doesn’t
Knock’Em Down, Where are we Today? Why Aren’t You
Here when it’s Your Turn

